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Gyaw Gyaw Projects 2012
Mae Tao Clinic, Mae Sot
New Classrooms and Landscape
Total costs:
Total time:

thb 895 040 / kr 171 410
12 workers/ 25 weeks

Costs 2011:
Costs 2012:
Time 2012:

thb 642 120 / kr 121 150
thb 252 920/ kr 48 437
12 workers/ 10 weeks

Classrooms for education of medics in cooperation with Mae Tao Clinic, started in 2011.
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Materials:
Loadbearing adobe walls on a
concrete slab. Roofplates are resting on timber
construction of third-hand local timber. Landscape
walls with local stones, concrete-paths and trenches.

Mae Tao Clinic, Mae Sot
New Office
Total costs:
Total time:

thb 223 760 / kr 42 853
12 workers/ 6 weeks

Office for medics education staff in cooperation with Mae Tao Clinic.
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Materials:
Loadbearing adobe walls on a
concrete slab. Roofplates are resting on timber
construction of third-hand local timber.

Mae Tao Clinic, Mae Sot
New Dormitories
Total costs 1 house: thb 68 000 / kr 12 450
Gyaw Gyaw expenses for 3 workers in 2 weeks
			
thb 7 920 / kr 1 517
Total time: 		
6 workers/ 2 weeks

Temporary dormitory for migrant students at
CDC school: Child Development Center in
cooperation with Mae Tao Clinic
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Materials:
Third-hand local timber with temporary bamboo walls and leaf roof. Creating semiprivate and functional spaces for 25 students.

Primaryschool Maw Kwee/Workshop
Total costs: 		
Total costs 2012:
Total time 2012:
			

thb 411 276 / kr 78 764
thb 135 675/ kr 25 983
20 workers/ 2 weeks
2 workers/ 4 weeks

New classrooms for 110 migrant children
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2011: Concrete slab, timber construction and roof.
2012: Workshop with international architects.
Design and construction of adobe walls creating
chilled, functional and natural lighted classrooms.

Roof kinder garden T`Lao Kla
Total costs:
Total time:

thb 7 877 / kr 1 509
3 workers/ 1 weeks

Close a gap between two roofs to improve
the outdoor area.
Materials:

Aluminium plates and iron tread.
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Waterproject Noh Bo
Total costs:
Total time:

thb 41 006 / kr 7 853
4 workers/ 2 weeks

Improving wateraccess for the village
Materials:
Pipes to replace the existing narrow connection from a natural watersource to
the existing storage/distributor. Digging trenches
and improve connections to increase the availability of fresh water for approximately 250
households in the village.
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Fence around fishpond Noh Bo
Total costs:
Total time:

thb 18 683 / kr 3 578
4 workers/ 2 weeks

Secure an abandoned hazardous fishpond in
a schoolyard. A leftover from previous aidwork.
Materials:
Ironshoes and concrete to fasten
a timber frame to the existing slab. Iron net and
timber rails.
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Improvements of concrete walls
Academyschool Noh Bo
Total costs:
Total time:

thb 63 676 / kr 12 195
4 workers/ 9 weeks

Visitors left half finished walls that created a
risk for the students and left them warm and
dark classrooms not suited for learning.
We fixed it.
Materials:
Equipment to make windows/ tear
down part of the walls to obtain natural light and
airflow. Cement and local timber to finish the
walls and secure them from falling down.
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Toilets Kle Po Klo
Total costs:
Total time:

thb 41 704 / kr 7 987
10 workers/ 3 weeks

Toilets for existing school and the villagers in
a remote Burmese village.
Materials:
Concrete slab, local timber
construction with roofplates. Bamboowalls and
ceramic toilet seats.
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Kwe Ka Baung School Mae Sot
Total budget:
Gyaw Gyaw:
Gyaw Gyaw:
Total time :
		

thb 750 000 / kr 143 633
thb 18 034 / kr 3 454
3 workers/8 weeks
10 workers / 8 weeks
10 Volunteers from Casira

6 new classrooms for a migrant School in
cooperation with Agora-architects, MTC and
Casira organization (Canada)
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Materials:
Loadbearing adobe walls on concrete slab. Leafroof on eucalyptus logs. A concrete pathway connects the freestanding classrooms with gardens inbetween. Designed with
focus on natural ventilation and light, functional
areas for learning and customized outdoor areas.

Waterproject Eh Maw Doe
Total costs:
Total time:

thb 68 200 / kr 13 061
4 workers/2 weeks

Improving wateraccess for a mountain village
by leading water from a natural watersource
to the village.
Materials:

Pipes to lead water to the village.

Grace Garden Noh Bo
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Total budget:
Est time:
2012:		
		

thb 598 000 / kr 114 523
7 workers / 18 weeks
thb 5 235 / kr 1 003
3 workers/ 3 weeks

Sustainable learningcenter for Border Green
Energy Team (BGET) in cooperation with
Agora architects.
Materials:
Loadbearing adobe walls as
circular elements on iron reinforced concrete
foundation. Roofplates on beams made of local
second-hand timber. Adobe walls protecting
towards direct sunlight and light bamboowalls
opening towards north for natural light. The
building contains of classrooms, kitchen, toilets,
library, computer room and hang out areas.

Gyaw Gyaw Car
Total costs:
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thb 400 000 / kr 78 580

To transport materials and people, simply to make
our work possible, we need a car. The places we
travel are often off the beaten track and we have
used a lot of time to find a car well suited for our
needs. We finally found it! A 4 wheel, 2 door
Toyota Tiger from 2002 with a spacious cargobed
well adjusted for load and transportation of various materials and weights on various surfaces. It
was well taken care of by it`s previous owner, and
has become a hugely welcome addition to the
team.

Gyaw Gyaw Administration
Total costs:
Total time:

thb 347 499 / kr 66 550
10 workers/ 40 weeks

Equipment for making our work possible, administration salaries and transportation costs including
plane tickets Oslo - Bangkok - Oslo.
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Support to schools, single students and
families in need.
Total costs:

thb 175 429 / kr 33 597

Mainly support for food, schoolequipment and
medicines/hospitalcosts to make education
possible. The support also include a riceproject
to the village of Maw Kwee in cooperation with
Vestkysten, a Norwegian fotballclub.
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Total Costs 2012: 						

thb 1 817 948 / kr 348 157

